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I

EDITOR'S NOTES
Here it is. My first attempt ever at editing anything!
this, I have done very little editing and most articles
as
were submitted to me. You are going to find errors.
won't
many next time .
You will miss seeing some of the usual
s of
long as Jane continues to act like a willing slave~
wi th us" "Letters to the Edi torI! wi 11 become a re
soon as I recei ve some 1etters" In each issue
about the next convention. In addition to
yours
Please do not keep your opinions
to see in your journal. Some suggestions have
will be considered. Let me have some other ideas...
While you are
ng this, I am working on
so don't expect to see too many changes ne
me .
in August, any member of the Publications
accept your written sugges ons to
s on
me"

f

so

is journal
umn 11 remain
i

want
E!
u

Although you have probably seen
it. I need rna teri a1
pri n
Long
or whatever you think is worthy of our journal, please sen
an
out your support there can be no I.S.P.E..

t
it in

Hope to see you in Boulder.
Bill Fagan
Oakton High School
2900 Sutton Road
Vienna, Virginia 22180
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BOULDER, COLORADO, SITE FOR 1976 ISPE CONFERENCE
Boulder, Colorado, has)been selected for the site of the 1976 I@S.P.E Convention
We are very honored that the conference will be held here and are
forward
to it very much ..
Various factors have conspired such that we feel that the week of
9 to 13, 1976, would be a suitable time
This date is partly determined
sensus of many who were asked about the dates during the Atlanta
because it is still
the vacation period of most schools and universities
1976, the
lander will have touched Mars and one of
treats
for this
is to have Dr. Carl
tell us about
or no life! To hold the conference much later than
would
other
and the
of semesters, etc.
The conference will be held on the campus
of Colorado
The
Planetarium
its doors to the public on
1975 and
while the meetings will not be in the planetarium itself, we will be able to use
it extensively
the conference.
Conferees will be housed in University residences
at a very nominal cost. We anticipate that board and
for a
through Thursday night would be $54.20 for double accommodations and
singles. There are also a number of good and reasonably
motels
to the residence buildings.

~ery

close

By informing you of this meeting at this early date, we hope that you will
a visit to Boulder in August 1976. Further information will be sent out at a
date ..

Technical Aspects of the Fis

urn

The theater itself is enclosed in a 76 foot diameter concrete
surmounted
an aluminum,
dome. The interior surface of both concrete
and dome is covered with a blown-on black fibrous
material for thermal
and acoustical isolation.. Inside the concrete cylinder is the 60 foot
false wall which is the outer limit of the
The Astro-Tec
ection screen is 65 feet in diameter and thus extends
the false wall~ Atop the false wall is a
invisible to the audience,
two 6 kw circuits of colored lighting for the screen.. The 2
2
distance between the
track and the screen, as well as the
renders the Ii
di
and the screen
:Mounted on the rear of the false wall a foot below the
audience - is the 3 foot wide, continuous projection shelf
entrance and exit doors. Between the concrete
the false wall is the
elevated floor of the projection gallery which allows easy ladderless access to
of the hundreds of auxiliary projectors indigenous to a modern, well
tarium ..
The Zeiss VI projector at the center of the theater is on a hydraulic lift which
allows it to descend as much as 19 feet below projection level, thus
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lines. To avoid losing the central p
ection area when the Zeiss is
the
36-inch high safety wall around the lift shaft was built two feet
circular opening at the top of the shaft. Auxiliary
ectors can be located
the resulting annulus of floor inside the
wall and remain in
position even with the Zeiss lowered.
Auxiliary projectors include a ten-scene horizon projection
taneous, random access crossty, by O.
This will be supplemented by a
c horizon system, which
an 81 scene capacity, but without random access or cross-fade.
Ektagraphics in various arrays will be used, as will 4 AZP 10 I zoom
l6mm movie projectors, 236
slide projectors (some of which will
rotatable slide mounts
Ie image pos
mirrors) and numerous
effects p
ectors 10
as the need arises.
All of the auxiliary devices will be s e c t to the automatic p
designed and
the Fiske staff.
The system allows total
control as well as to
manual control
--------------~
can be called up randomly and ins tan taneous ly by
Programming can be accomplished in several modes.
The show can be
segments with stops allowable at every point where all dimmers are
fourth of the effects can be programmed with each pass, with or wi
a group of operators can run the entire show in a
pass.
In each case the
manipulations of the operator(s) are recorded in real time so that the
can be viewed on the screen while recording.
Essentially the system is a giant Touch-Tone
pany. Instead of using a 3 x 4 matrix of 7 tones, as in the
system uses 4 10 x 10 matrices of 20 tones each for a total of 400 swit
cuits which could, if the need arose, be expanded to almost any number.
imposed on the switching tones are 16 variable intensi
tones to control
of the 16 dimmers. Most of the switch functions are devoted to
connecting the various loads to and from the dimmers
There are several advantages to us
a
system rather
one in this particular installation. We are in
electrical
se
with random spikes on the line a particular problem because of the numerous
research laboratories - and even our own dimmers
The tone
system
pervious to such disturbances. Another advantage is that the contra-tones can
directly recorded on a standard audio tape machine without special
fore the control tracks and the sound tracks can be recorded on the same piece 0
tape and, once recorded, cannot get out of synchronization. An 8 track
AG
C-8 tape transport is used for the purpose, and takes standard I inch wide audio
tape. Four tracks are used for sound and the other four for control.

0

The four sound tracks feed the main channel theater amplifiers and
rs as
well as a combining amplifier and low pass filter to drive a
zenith channel
(also used for P.A.) and a "sub-woofer" for frequencies below 23 Hz, the
of the main channel speakers. All of the speaker enclosures were des
for the purpose by a computer. A to tal of 72,000 enclosures were des
response curves run.
The final enclosures chosen for the four main channels are
cubic feet (0.8m3 ) each and contain two IS-inch drivers.
Their response extends
virtually flat down to 23 Hz and they are about 8% efficient (roughly 10 times

4
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efficiency of most home type speakers). At a maximum average level of 2 watts per
channel the loudness approaches the limits of safety in the theater and the 60 wat
power amplifiers still have adequate "headroom" for peaks.. High
cutoff
is determined by the screen and occurs somewhere around 15-16 kHz.
There are, of course, the usual production facilities, i.e. mechanical, opti
and electronic shops and studios for art, photography and sound.

A PLANETARIAN LOOKS AT THE
MANPOWER PROBLEM IN ASTRONOMY
by Frank C. Jettner, SONYA, AlbanY3 New York
One

to

suppose that everyone to some degree has been

the difficult and most unhappy situation
past few years in the

in this

job market for scientists and related

Those in a position to advertise for a
fill a technical role will

fied individual

receive dozens

The
As~~,nnnml'T

if not hundreds of
and

and job

of

demand in the field of

over

have received much attention

and

it is the purpose of this paper to suggest that for several reasons this
should be of vital concern to those in the
, all be aware of the recent momentous s

We should, for

Problems in

this situation contained in the booklet
published by the National
and Public Pol

in

ring 1975.

of Sciences for its Committee on Science
It may be obtained free

the National Academy of Sciences, attention Committee on Science and Publi
Policy, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, DC
Dr ..

20418

Handler, President of the National

summarized the general situation in his

b

to this document

The revelations of astronomy in recent times have caught
the imagination of scientists and
alike
These
advances have been made by professional astronomers whose
observational capabilities have been
sophisticated equipment while their
capabilities
have been expanded by the ever increasing power of theoretical
physics.. Understandably the excitement thus
has
attracted increasing numbers of young scientists to careers
in Astronomy. But the number of jobs available to aE;tronomers
is determined by a quite different set of circumstances, and
the growing disparity has become a source of serious concern
To examine this situation the Committee on Science and Public
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Policy of the National Academy of Sciences brought into
a Committee on Astronomy Manpower... It must be
indeed for a committee devoted to the expansion of the
science of Astronomy and to communication of that body of
knowledge to students and all others who would listen to
warn fellow astonomers and potential students of Astronomy
that there must be a marked decrease in the production of
young astronomers if supply and demand for their services
are to retain a reasonable balance.
Planetarium professionals should be very concerned about the manpower
counselors to

problem, first because they frequently must act as
young people in high school and/or colleges.

young person

If a

comes to ask if he should plan to enter this field, one should be
to tell him of the

falls and difficulties that lie ahead.

Consider that this person will spend four years in one of the most
difficult of undergraduate majors and then probably another five years
obtaining his Ph.D. Having invested a decade of his life in s a n d
to the personal deprivations which often accompany it

if he

then

is among the brightest of the crop and only if he has been able to
the right contacts along the way will he stand very much chance of
This

the exact type of placement he would like in the field of
is what seems to be indicated by the present circumstances.

Therefore, it behooves planetarium professionals in their roles as
ties in

guidance counselors to know where the career

student to make

lie, what the chances are for an above average

a career in this field, and what the future outlook is for this field

?

sort of requirements will be needed for future

What

This paper will

not attempt to fully answer such questions, but every interested reader
the

should make an effort to obtain the best informations

booklet "Careers in Astronomy," available free from the American Astronomical
Society, 211 Fitz Randolph Road, Princeton, NJ

08540.)
education

Secondly, those who are professionally involved in
should be concerned with the current and future
professionals into their field.

of astronomical

By this we mean people who hold Ph.D.

astronomy and who have been trained as research-oriented.

in

The

frequently arises among those concerned with unemployment whether the
planetarium field presents a desirable alternative.
For those planetarians who are education-oriented, is this

6
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a matter of concern?

We suggest that it is.

The future

of the planetarium profession could well change, and by and large, it
could evolve into something more sophisticated than it is now.

By this

there is no intention to put down persons who are education-oriented
author being so inclined himself), but certainly prospective employers
will be influenced by the Ph.D. degree and Curriculum Vitae which contain
lists of high-sounding publications.
One natural question then is, can a research-oriented Ph.D. automat
become a planetarian?

The answer is no, not automatically.

However, if

he is capable of reorienting his basic thinking and his basic interests in
the teaching level of astronomy, then he may very well do an excellent job
Those in the planetarium of course pride themselves on requiring such
qualities as imagination, excellent speaking voice and form, multi-level
interests, and a flair for the dramatic.
seems to help.

A minimal amount of extroversion

Other areas of knowledge, including audio-visuals,

equipment maintenance (including electronics) and design,

relations

feature programming, and so on are essential, but these areas can be
learned by a bright person through on-the-job
people these days especially in colleges and universities have become
interested in teaching Astronomy at all levels of
kindergarten through graduate study.

from

Thus, while the research-oriented

Ph.D. may not do well as a planetarian, he typically has at least as much
potential on the theatrical side and far more

on the academic

side than other competitors newly coming into the field.
What has this immigration process done to the
what is it likely to do?

field and

In general it is a healthy

First it

already has and certainly will in the future

ty

between the professional and planetarium communities.

For example most of

the members of the recent Task Group on Education in

of the

American Astronomical Society (AAS) have been
both communities.

involved in

Education papers may now be given as a standard

at AAS meetings, and recent years have seen several
Education conferences occur at the national level.

Asrr.nnnm"y
Planetarium education

can only benefit from this parallel rise in stature of its

dis

ine

One result of such a trend is the marked increase in the average know-
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ledge content of the
knowing the

He has been

concerned wi th
the

basics of Astronomy, but

interested in

way those

able to grasp in a

sidered on the frontier.
On the

side one can foresee the

polarization among
the

, that is, those who are

theatrical side versus those involved in education
zation will

this

worsen if

has little

heard from either side..

blood of the

The

associations and ISPE

of the many problems in common as
include the

to

differences

and use of audio-visual devices

common role of somehow interes

of all ages

the

of Astronomy.
The National Academy report "Employment Problems in
an extensively documented survey of the various
Dr. Leo Goldberg, the Chairman of the As

of this
Committee

preface remarked:
The committee
examined statistics
the production of astronomers and the
now available and
the near future.
the
restoration of basic science
to be no way of res
and
in astronomical
curtailment in the rate of production
The
will not be solved even
is reduced by a factor of two ••
We believe that the committee's
should be
distributed as soon as possible as a
students preparing to enter
school about their
chances of
employment.
that it will
also encourage faculty members to
to broaden and diversify the
students in light of the
fraction
of new Ph.D. 's can look forward to
positions in
Ph.D.
departments, as they could in the pas
i

ill1at is the extent of the manpower
National Academy S

1 from

we see something of the

the field of Astronomy has seen

the last decade.

8

In fact

THE

data

from the National Register suggests that the number of pro
trained astronomers has approximately tripled during the

and this

does not count the number of persons employed in related

, such

as the thousand or so in the nation's planetariums ..

1000-

500

__ ____ _____J,______ ____ ______ ____ ____
~

~

~

~

~

~

~

64

YEAR
FIGURE 1. Number of Ph.D .. 's employed in as
Data from National Register Data and

1973 AlP survey ..
of Sciences ..

(Reproduced with permission on the National

The 1960's was a decade of shining
Research.

and

With dreams of unlimited funding and an

future need for

unlimited numbers of astronomers, the number of universities of
programs in astronomy tripled..

Astronomy also attracted many young

them from other areas of the total physics dis
as many Ph .. D .. ' s entered
as left it.
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astronomical

ine..
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Over twice

from other fields

As of the 1974 statistics given by the National

3/76

Ph .. D..

that academic year, 180 astronomy Ph"D.'s were

and well over 900

graduate students were enrolled. in Astronomy programs..

At that rate of

Ph .. D.. production the ratio of newly trained astronomers to
available positions (
like 4 to 1.

such training) was estimated at

At least 600 new PhoD. is will enter the field over the

five years, and

there will be only 50 to 100 such

tions available

for them through retirements and probably no more than 200 such
altogether.

tarium teachers

In such a light, alternative

might well be considered by new Ph.D. 's

any

position in Astronomy.
Where does the job market lie?

is

In Table I As

with all of Physics in 1973 statistics.

*
TABLE I..

*

*

*

*

*

TYPES OF EMPLOYMENT OF PH .. D.. ASTRONOMERS
(Reproduced with permission of the National

Univ. with Ph.D .. -producing depts.

647

50 .. 8

6534

36 4

Univ. with M.A.-producing depts.

30

2 .. 4

776

4 .. 3

Univ. with B.A.-producing depts.

46

3 .. 6

1520

8 .. 4

Univ. and Colleges -- Other

28

2 .. 2

295

1 6

5

0 .. 4

175

Junior Colleges
Secondary Schools

57

Industry
Government
Non-profit Organizations
Federally Funded R&D Centers
Other
Unknown

82

6 4

4063

225

17 7

1935

42

3 .. 3

450

157

12.3

2166

11

0 .. 9

66

20

1

TOTAL

1274

*

*

*'

*

*

100%

18057

100%

*

Notice that astronomers are primarily concentrated in one of three areas
with a smattering in others.

They are either in universi

in government, or in federally funded research centers"
10

ronomy Ph .. D.. 's
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employed in museums and planetariums are integrated in Non-profit
zations or Other.)

Compared to the entire community of Physics

a much smaller proportion of astronomers involved in industry..

is
This

difference is made up by the concentration in universities with Ph .. D@producing departments.

Otherwise percentages in most other categories

are directly comparable.

With a predicted steady decline in student

enrollments, with the increasing cutthroat competition for financial
support higher education is experiencing from many other areas of

c

concern, and with the growing trend in our society to emphasize the humanities and to downplay science and technology, this concentration in the
universities and the relative lack of opportunity in

indus

directly curbs the future outlook for professional astronomers
Tab Ie I I lis ts the age dis t ribution

0

f employed Ph .. De's in

and As t ronomy"

*
TABLE II@

Age
Group

*

*

*

*

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYED PH.D. 's
(Preliminary Data - 96% Complete)
(Reproduced with permission of the National Academy of Sciences)

PhD Total
No ..
%

Astron. PhD
No.
%

PhD Total
No ..
%

Age
Group

Astron. PhD
No ..
%

20-24

7

0 .. 0

1

0 .. 1

50-54

1493

8 .. 3

62

4,,9

25-29

1361

7 .. 6

154

12 .. 2

55-59

742

4 .. 1

37

2 .. 9

30-34

4929

27 .. 4

438

34 .. 6

60-64

449

2 .. 5

22

1 .. 7

35-39

3894

21.6

251

19.8

65-over

268

1 .. 5

27

2.1

40-44

2739

15 .. 2

165

13.0

45-49

2115

11 .. 8

108

8 .. 5

NR
TOTAL

60

9

18057

1274

Data from the 1973 AlP Survey

*

*

*

*

*

*

Immediately one can note the effect of the boom of the 1960's in p
active workers.

Nearly 35% of the Astronomy Ph .. D.'s are in their 30's ..

This

effect isn't nearly as noticeable in the entire Physics community, where the
percentages run somewhat smoother through the same five year intervals
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How-

ever, there was still a noticeable increase in the

ics

population during the decade of the 1960's.
The relative increase in size of Astronomy as one
demonstrated in the National Academy study.

of

ics was

surveys taken in

1970 and 1973 showed the overall number of workers in
from 3-1/2% up to 6% of the field ..

In terms of numbers of Ph ..

employed, Astronomy gained from

2% up to 7% of the

Classical areas of
cs and

ics such as Atomic and Molecular
remained essentially

such as Solid State
during this period.
of riches..

Nuclear

dropped in number of
Perceive that As

An

suffers from an embarrassment

number of students have been

field as well as trained pro

ionals

the

from other fields

Astronomy.

*
TABLE III..

*

*

*

*

*

MOBILITY BY FIELD OF THE NUMBER ENTERING AND LEAVING ASTRONOMY
(omit
post-doctoral positions)
(Reproduced with permission of the National
of Sciences

Elementary Particles

72

1

Nuclear Physics

58

2

Atomic & Molecular Physics

46

1

Theoretical Physics

39

Optics

18

24

Fluids

18

10

Solid State

18

2

Geophysics

18

14

Electromagne tics

13

9

Plasma

12

8

Other Physics

23

24

Other Science

21

49

Non-Science

33

TOTAL

356

*

*

*

*
12

180

*

*
THE PLANETARIAN.,

In Table III note how the influx of physicists has increased the
competition in the Astronomy job market.

Over twice as many

decided to leave their respective areas of training in Physics to enter
Astronomy as left Astronomy to enter into that area of Physics.

Ph@D

interested, for example, in Elementary Particles and Nuclear

have

become involved in the intriguing problems of Nuclear Astrophysics@

Theo-

retical physicists are finding a wide range of challenging
nature of our Universe.

in the

It is only in such a related area as Optics that

we see an essentially one-to-one interchange.

en
w
w
a:::

<..?

lLl

o

o

.c

a.. ·70

-a
L-

c..:::

.- 60
U)

<l:
~

Z

o

u:
<t

::;. 40

~

(f)

z

INSTITUTIONAL

a 30
l:J
lI-

SURVEY
20

(f)

Z

en

10

:J
!.L

a

55-57 57-59

~i9-61

61-63 63-65 65-67 61-69 69-71 71-73 73-75

FIGURE 2. Number of U.S. institutions
degrees as a function of time (the dotted line is an
Data from Astron .. and Astrophys .. for the 1970's:t Vol .. 2 with
extrapolation.
(Reproduced with permission of the National Academy of Sciences .. )

Figure 2 demonstrates the dramatic increase in the number of institutions
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Obviously the

the last 30

D.degree programs

that have adopted As

which now appears on the job market was at least par-

tially implemented by the various universities who said
better get in on the action."
themselves in trouble.

we had

Now some of these programs are

Government funds in the form of NSF
to

and NASA Traineeships can no longer be taken for
programs.

such

Competition for teaching assistantships between

grows increasingly stiff.

Deans have become more and more concerned

about such statistics as cost per student-hour and the student
ratio.

It becomes a

fact of life that Astronomy is in fact one of

the most expensive disciplines to teach at the graduate level
We may cite the precedent case of the Department of As

and

Space Science at the State University of New York at

Its doctoral

program began in 1968.

added at

one to two per year..

At that time staff members were
NASA and NSF Grants were available..

building program for the university was envisioned,

A courageous
of which would

include new quarters for the department; in general, the world looked
pretty rosy.
year by year.

Since then the situation has deteriorated.

S

There has, for example, been no S

construction on the SUNY/Albany campus for over five years for any purpose.
In fact the Chancellor of the SUNY system has

announced a State-

wide moratorium on construction, delaying hundreds of millions of dollars
in planned projects.

The fiscal crisis in which the State of New York

now finds itself has implemented a number of program cuts in the State
University of New York at Albany, including total retrenchment of the
graduate program in Astronomy..

Obviously there has been more to this

case than that, but the concept does represent an ominous
many other departments of Astronomy which have been

for
conceived.

The precedent taken by the State University of New York should be of enormous concern to the national community of astronomers.
One might speculate that the growth of Astronomy
in Figure 2 has been too fast.
of the 1960's..

But it seemed warranted

How many of these departments will s

shown
the conditions
in business?

Wlether they will continue to generate new Ph"D,,'s in As
current rate remains to be seen..

at the

But if they do, then it portends some

sad consequences for many of their product ..

14

THE'

trend in the

further evidence of the

Table IV

immediate future bf Astronomy.

for

It shows recent total federal

astronomical research considering all government agencies.

Primary

has been based historically in NSF and NASA, and since the golden
of the 1960's there has been essentially little change in their
situation.

We thus have a no-growth situation.

Funding for

research has deteriorated along with the total NASA budget.
this trend will continue into the future..
delves in subs
these

It appears

"Employment Problems in As

more detail on the various projected

of

and how they will effect Astronomy.

*
TABLE IV@

*

*

*

*

*

TOTAL FEDERAL FUNDING FOR ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH
(Reproduced with permission of the National

of Sciences

1966

1968

1970

1972

NSF

22 .. 9

30 .. 4

23 .. 3

29 .. 9

NASA

9 .. 4

10 .. 0

9 .. 0

9 0

AIR FORCE

9.6

8 .. 5

7.3

2 .. 0

NAVY

8.7

8 .. 2

6 .. 7

5,,0

ARPA

2 .. 6

2 .. 7

1 .. 3

-0-

54.7

61 .. 3

49 .. 1

47 .. 4

GROUND-BASED ASTRONOMY

SAO
SUB-TOTAL
SPACE PROGRAM ASTRONOMY
NASA

134 .. 5

TOTAL

189 .. 2

*

*

*

*

*

*

Finally one should note that the National
able to come to a set of final conclusions.

Committee was

Planetarium professionals will

be interested in some of them ..
The committee recommended that each universi
d u c e s Ph. D.

t S

wit h

alization in Astronomy and Astrophysics achieve

reduction in their total output of Ph.D .. 's..
negative to the
THE

that pro-

Such an action is, of coun;

continuing exi stence of such departments ..
1

The committee suggested that some of the teaching
now frequently handled by graduate student assistants be assumed
faculty members.

We note that in some cases they are

forced to do

that already, simply because of the increasing
teaching assistantships.
It was recommended that an effort should be made to
programs in Astronomy that would make the Ph.D. astronomer more attractive
to small college teaching and to indus try.

Such developments should be

directly applicable to preparation of planetarium

as well.

It was recommended that the American Astronomical So

take the

lead in a concentrated drive to expand undergraduate programs in as
and to seek out and encourage all junior colleges and universities not
now staffed with an astronomer as a faculty member to introduce astronomy
programs into their curriculum.

This is the type of endeavor in which

the officers and members of ISPE might logically collaborate, and we
suggest that the ISPE council consider such a proposal to the American
Astronomical Society (or vice versa).
It was recommended that heads of Astronomy Departments in all state
universities make an effort to suggest to their state

that

an astronomy course be incorporated as a science credit for all new and
con tinuing education s tuden ts and teachers..

While the tho

behind

this recommendation seems appropriate, we doubt if it would be effective
in the practical sense.

Detailed curriculum is normally controlled

directly by state education departments"

It would make more sense if

nationally circulated petitions urging such action and si

senior

members of the National Academy of Sciences, the American Astronomical
Society, State University administrators, etc. were circulated to the
chief administrators of various state education
This then should serve as a grim warning that each person in the
arium profession should be concerned and aware of the total economic situation in astronomy, particularly as he is cast in his role as
counselor for the young and as representative of Astronomy to the

iCe

Certainly, one of the most important concerns each of us must have is
career advisement.

Astronomy today is in a situation where many positive

things can be said about it.
cosmological science.)

(For example, we are in a golden age of

While it would be stupid to attempt to turn any
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bright young person off from Astronomy or related science, we owe him an
obligation to be aware of the problems his future m:i.ght hold and to 'make
him aware of them.

THE

IAL CONCERT HALL

by David A. Rodger, HeR.

Mac~llan

Planetarium

Vancouver., E .. C• ., Canada

Twice a month, two hundred and sixty people settle into the comfortable
backed chairs at Vancouver's MacMillan Planetarium to listen to a program of up
two hours of music. But, as the houselights fade~ no musicians appear and
ductor ascends the podium.. For this concert is
recorded! And
come by the hundreds~ and the tickets are almost always gone before the program
How do we do it?
First of all, it helps to have an exceptionally fine sound
we've enjoyed that essential component of a modern
we
doors in 1968. As a mat
of fact, the H.. R .. MacMillan Planetarium boasts the very
first Omniphonic Sound System, a creation of the Vancouver
Commercial Electronics, whose president, Henry Von Tiesenhausen has become a well-known
planetarium conferences.. Omniphonic Sound, for those who may not be familiar with
the concept, is true "planetarium" sound..
It is able to march
the
planetarium visual impressions of movement, scope and dimension ..
Although there were casual requests for opportunities to just listen,
we opened, onward, our first concert of recorded music didn't take
As is often the case, this was one of those things which we
to
around
when time permitted
Finally, the idea was too
to resist and, to
with a few friends-in-music, we planned four concerts, one a month for the autumn
of 1973 ..
First, we needed some basic guidelines.. For instance, we decided
number of works that were not
to be
live
hand, those works we did
should be appropriate to
Some
instruments, such as the
, flute, and organ work ext
in the theatre@
Compositions which feature piano and brass instruments do not
suit the
tarium theatre and its environment
so well.. Full orchestra can be, of course
the most stunningly successful in most circumstances
Some
in the
, could be excused from our firs t cri terion
couldn't be ignored.. I would class Beethoven's Pastorale Symphony,
The Planets, and Vaughan Williams' Antarctic Symphony among these.
Monday
were usually free at the
we decided to schedule
our concerts on those
Programs
mimeo
, in some cases
tickets would be sold in advance, and a bar service would be provided
intermissions.
The question of admission
was an important matter to be solved. I fel
morally bound to a low fee, since, after all, neither the performers nor the
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composers would derive any direct benefit from the proceeds. I should point out
that we are covered legally by holding licenses from both Broadcast Music Incorporated (BMI) and the Composers, Authors, and Publishers Association of Canada
(CAPAC-ASCAP). License fees for public performance of their members' works are
modest. Our first concerts went for fifty cents a seat. That seemed reasonable
since our overhead was very low. However, we soon found that
e would
purchase tickets then not appear on concert night.
else had
come up, I don't know, but clearly they fel t they could spare
cen ts ..
So, for that reason, among others, the price evolved upwards until now it remains
at one dollar. We have far fewer "no-shows," as a result!
Although I began by having an assistant operate a remote turntable where the
records were played, I have since learned that transcribing to
makes the whole
operation much more convenient. Not only that, but it gives me a chance to monitor
the condi tion of each record that will be used.. And therein lies the source of any
grief we have had in these concerts •. Pressings of long-playing records are s
not up to the standards of our playback system. Despite the
st of care on
part, and the use of a $1500.00 professional record-cleaning machine
"pop II or outright dis torted passage s till comes across.. Occasional
when they occur, they can be very annoying.
By now you are probably wondering what visuals accompany these concerts. I
the visuals to a minimum, arguing that, first of all these are sound concerts, and
secondly, that, for one dollar, they can't expect
! But I must admit to
spending several hours planning a limited number of what I hope will be taste
appropriate scenes and special effects. The Zeiss stars are the most 10
and
popular effect of all, but there are times when a ro
, a sunrise
sky, or just plain colors are suitable. The main thing is not to overdo it
In the autumn of 1974 we presented, over six Monday
, the
the Nibelung by Richard Wagner.. Now, some of you familiar with this
wonder how I could present a work, clearly written in four distinct
evenings.. Not to mention, "Why six?" I was
aware that one
sons Wagner's music is misunderstood or even disliked
the
of his great operas. The Ring is no exception, with Go
four and a half hours. I believe that The Ring is a
intended it to be enjoyed, not endured. Accordingly, by
it into six
no single program lasted more than two and a half hours ..
At any rate the series was sold out as it began.. I
to have the
and German words copied onto slides and projected them on twin locations on the dome
during the vocal passages. Incidentally, the entire libretto ran to over 1100 slides
Naturally The Ring was great fun to produce in a
Wagner offers enormous
scope to a skillful lighting and sound coordinator. The demands for a
of The
Ring have been many, and a similar series, using some of
contemplated in nearby Seattle.
Our 1975 series began in January with a Richard Strauss concert.. That was
followed by a program of medieval and renaissance music. Then, in what was to be
experience equal to one of The Ring evenings, we heard The Planets and the Antart
Symphony.. Other concerts included HoMoS. Pinafore, Delius' Florida Suit,
Eighth Symphony, and the entire Romeo and Juliet by Prokofiev.. Where my musical
knowledge is incomplete, I have no qualms about inviting guest co-producers and
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have welcomed suggestions, in writing, from members of the audience
music of the pop group, The Moody Blues,
Ken Hewitt-White of our staff, had to be repeated seven times,over
We have plans
special jazz evenings, choral works such as masses and
folk music, and popular music nights.
s
a balance that the
isn't likely to find on a
radio
or
the concert hall,
that the listening experience, even of familiar music, is
and

ADD SOME MUSIC TO YOUR DAY (NIGHT)
by Jack Dunn, University of

Nebraska~ tincoZn~

Nebraska

Add some music to your day.. You hear it everywhere; in the
through life. Music makes for more pleasant feelings, at least
I'm going to discuss planetarium mus
- both background and
Whether scoring a full planetarium soundtrack, or just
to accompany a lecture; the types of music, and how it is used,
patterns I will hope to illuminate.

as we

In the beginning, planetarium music consisted
of pre- and
background music. This was intended to either soothe the audience into submission or
stir them up for intellectual pursuits.
(In other words to keep the audience from
falling asleep before the lecture began .. )
There was no background music for the
lecture, since it was meant to have the same serious tone as a classroom lecture
Professor .. " This standard procedure at early
was established
the form of sunset (or "first night") music and sunrise (or
t
of
a 1959 article, Charles F. Hagar recommended several
"last night" music and described their use in
The SUNSET or FIRST NIGHT music refers to that
as the planetarium sunset fades and
out
It generally runs from 2 1/2 to 4
tarium narrators prefer to fade the music
2 1/2 minutes or so and to talk over it for an additional
minute .. ,A suitaple poem or artful
that is not too
unctuous often fits in well at this
a
dramatic atmosphere witB the stars abov~e
The SUNRISE OF LAST NIGHT music occurs at
of the show.. The crimson curtains of the
across the celestial stage accompanied by
crescendo from the orchestra.. Timing is
The musical climax should be synchronized
lighting effect of the dawn.

the conclusion
dawn are drawn
a dramatic
tant here
with the final

Hagar also mentions one planetarium as using "continuous
which has more "aesthetic appeal" than a "dry lecture .. " But
an exception in the scheme of programming.
Although planetaria have existed since the 1920's, this simple
scoring was not challenged until the 1960's. The emergence of the
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tern of mus

oriented small planetarium (usually located in a college or
really change the pattern.. The Spitz Laboratories "Introductory
1950's makes these suggestions: 2
Pick out good music for the beginning and
of
the lecture. It should be somewhat classical in nature,
and not well known or widely popular. It should be somewhat mood-setting for the introduction and climactic for
the sunrise. Soft music is effective for
the mood
as the audience enters the chamber and before the lecture
begins ..
Notice that the concept is still essentially the same.. "First
Night" music were a part of the planetarium program 30 years after the
of the medium. This advice was being given to the operators of a new breed
the
small educationally oriented planetarium (quite a different situation from the
Zeiss installations) ..
Gradually, as technology improved the electro-mechanical systems for
music, the planetarium also broke into the modern era.. A list of
evolved - music everyone has used and overused, when
first start out in the
business.. And so I nominate the "Planetarium Top Ten:"
Number 10 ..

Beethoven's "Moonlight

9.

Vivaldi Y s "The Four Seasons n

8.

We Three Kings

7 ..

From Grieg:

6 ..

Holst's "The Planets"

5 ..

Age of Aquarius

4 ..

Mozart's HEine Kline

3.

Debussy's "Clair De

2 ..

Grofe's "Grand Canyon

"Peer Gynt"

(And who could doubt, since the late
1..

"Also Sprach Zarthrus

Richard Strauss

There have been many other favorites, these
have been the most
Note that, with only two exceptions, they are
classical in nature. Great
tone poems - roma.ntic ethereal music - dominate this list ..
received
a classical recording of Tchaikovsky' s "1812 Overture"
installation
test record, but this was not intended as program music ..
a recording of the "Grand Canyon Suite" might be the
school planetaria. (Today the Strauss "2001" music
As I have said, the "Top
have been used and overused
up to the
time.. These pieces are
music. While they may be used to accompany
effects or stand as theme music, they are not good
music for narrative
copy. It is not easy to talk over them. The swing
for at best a difficult mixdown.
the case of a live
20
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with the volume control.
music ~ n after a while
a narration of a

One needs to establish
moods. These moods follow
and
the
of your program. When I
am
that one
use
than just three
music in anyone program.. A musical theme may be desirable to
, but if anyone
of music lasts too long, it may
the audience. It is
For contrast:

First, here is the music list for a program done in

Music used in "Man and His
Selection No. 1

Entrance Music: GershwinArrangement by Percy Faith.

Selection No. 2

"News Broadcas t:"
Music before:
Music after:

Selection No .. 3

Trip to Moon:

Selection No .. 4

Finale:

Selection No .. 5

Exit Music:

Commentator
for
Zarathustra

H

R.. Strauss

tatements fo

Orchestra

Music from the film
Wagner-

This musical format
a traditional
at distinct points in the
In
a
the narration
list of the music

Bess

Meisters
of musical

I

Music used in "Mys

of the

Chez

te
I

Sound
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Newman:

How the.West Was Won

Moody Blues:

Days of Future Past

Lew Davies:

The Wi ..................

Mart

The Enchanted Sea

Robert Russell Bennett:

Victory at Sea

Dick Hyman:

Imp

Mardirosian:

Fantasia for
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M

Hour

in Fourths
&

Morton Subotnick:

Sidewinder

Jean Jaques Perrey:

Minuet of the Robots
Umbrellas of Cherbourg
The Elephant Never Forgets
Little Girl From Mars

Walter Carlos:

Switched on Bach

Electronic Whirlpool
A History of Man in Motion
Rick Wakeman:

The Legends and Myths of

Isao Tomita:

Musorgsky:

Bernard Herrman:

Film Score
Still"

Arthur

Pictures at an Exhibition

-

"The Day the Earth Stood

Obviously if one is simply in a lecture format he does not need this much music
but I include this example to ShCH.,] the diversity of musical forms which ma.y coexist quite happily in one program. Are there any themes
such
multitude'? Yes, there are: In this program, the UFO's tlH:Hlselves were often
sented by the Myers' selections (all of which are
in nature)
Blues' theme accompanied various philosophical tho
the UFO's and 0
was used during summaries and as a bridge to other
Because f the
of the program topic the score is heavily "electronic,1i sugges
futuristic otherwordly visions.
In the past most planetarium music was classical in nature.. I have suggested
few examples of non-classical music, so you may
to
the idea that
possible to use almost all types of music in planetarium programs.. The
match is between the music and the subject matter, to make sure
are
I might suggest some examples to back up these
While we might find Debussy's Clair De Lune a nice
for a relaxed
look at the evening sky, we hardly could use some big band jazz for the same purpose. Yet the big band can create some powerful
as in music written
John
Keating (example: "Brave New World"). A few years ago Dave Brubeck dedicated an
album ("Time in Outer Space") to astronaut John Glenn .. Co
music is the
kind of music which doesn't seem to work too well in
taria" So, unless your
program has "Marvin the Martian" landing in Nashville, I guess you may not have much
use for the country sound.
"Western" music is a different matter entirely.. Music with this flavor is
especially expressive of the prairie. It can lead to des
tions of the clear skies
beheld by your ancestors, and the stories of the constellations
must have told
In the Mueller Planetarium program "Rhythm of the Rain," much of the musical backgrounds are provided by the Boston Pops "Roundup" album and the soundtrack music
the film "How the West Was Won."
The use of film and television music may work out very well in s
programs.. After all, this type of music was specifically written to accompany
visuals" Are we not used to hearing the music of love, the music of the chase
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our favorite heroes parade across the screen. O. Richard Norton, director of the
new University of Arizona Planetarium, writing in the May 1969
Journal
comments thusly:6
The public has been so thoroughly conditioned to the use
of music in the television and motion picture industries that
many times it goes unnoticed. Yet, music becomes very
ious if absent at a critical point in the program. The role of
music and sound effects in supporting the drama
and setting the scene for a coming event cannot be
sized ..
Some planetarium directors object to the parallelism between the television - motion picture industries and the
planetarium with the statement that, "We're not in
with these industries." But in fact, we are.. As a
cation and entertainment medium, we are
to
programs that compare favorably with other such media ..
Let's get to some examples. Various planetaria have
music from other media.. They have found that such diverse sources as
westerns and costume dramas can provide perfect backgrounds for
Suppose you are discussing the problems astronomers have
our polluted atmosphere. Music from an old TV commercial
of You,," Or the same music might take the foreground accompanying a set of
from old science-fiction movies. This type of music has an aura of instant identification. This instant identification is very useful in emphasizing certain
of the narrative - if used properly. Of course, familiar music is
avoided as purely background material.
For programs concerning great past civilizations, the music of
vides an enticing background, Rozsa has written the scores for
such as "Ben Hur" and "King of Kings,," His epic s
also is
in
Cid" and "Quo Vadis .. " This music works very nicely into a Christmas program.

pro-

If you have ever seen an Alfred Hitchcock film, you have
heard some
the music of Bernard Herrman. Herrman also composed film scores for such sciencefiction flicks as "Journey to the Center of the Earth,"
the Earth Stood
Still" and "Fahrenheit 451 .. " He seems able to draw an unusual, emotional
from conventional instruments and orchestras.
Although Herrman uses conventional instruments for his space themes,
prevalent of this type is electronic music. The various
of
tone generators create an unearthly sound which may be used to accompany various
space themes. The man who started the explosion of
for electronic music
was Walter Carlos. His electronic transcriptions of the music of J .. S. Bach in
"Switched On Bach" started an avalanche of electronic
of other
posers - both classical and modern. One of the best interpreters of this
Isao Tomita - whose electronic impressions of Debussy and Musorgsky are
many planetarium applications. Electronic music may be as descriptive as its classical forerunners.. Original electronic compositions many times may follow an astronomical theme. For example: "Morning Walk .. It
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Creating completely new electronic music calls for the talents of a different
breed of composer. At the S
Ratcliff creates the
track music for programs like
Archive Factor." To be sure most
not have their own music director or composer" So
must use whatever
recorded material is available.
In general, vocals are to be avoided in
brief segments. The vocal confuses the audience,
the narration. But it is possible and it may even be a
use short segments of vocals.
In more recent years, the music of the English group, The
Blues
its way into more and more
Vocals combined with recitations tell
cosmic awareness.. Much of this music uses symphonic
sco
accentuate
cosmic themes. These
are made to order for the Planetarium@
One
search the lists of available reco
lated ti tIes - and be
For, many
exis t
nomical subjects. Many professional amateur astronomers
The most famous of these, William Herschel,
to
astronomer, but as a mUSlClan. Alas, we do not have any
Herschel's works. But a fine article by Colin Ronan in
and
, describes the musical works
a
the astronomically related works of some
modern composers
interest in astronomy .. 7 A "selected disco
contains so
some of the works mentioned.
Choosing appropriate planetarium music from the thousands of albums issued
year is not an easy task.

A person seeking to use music in planetarium programs and
his selections, should listen to a great deal of music of all
lookout for new, different, and useable music. Listen to all
in mind "How might I use this?"
Let's put these ideas into practice.
imagine them in a planetarium context.

Here are some

of music

1..

Bad Moon Risin' - Creedence Clearwater Revival

2.

Sibellius:

3..

You Deserve a Break Today (at McDonald's)
Together"

4.

Copland:

5.

Kurt Weill:

Lost in the Stars

6..

Elton John:

Rocket Man

7 ..

Mahler:

8.

Dawning is the Day:

9.

Strauss:

The Swan of Tuonela
also known as

W

re

Fanfare for the Common Man

:Movement 2 From Symphony No .. 7, "Lied der
Moody Blues

The Beautiful Blue Danube
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10.

Catch a Falling Star - Mantovani

11.

Camelot - Original Broadway cast 8

12.

I

13..

Roddenbury:

14..

Telstar

15..

"Chariots of the Gods" - Original Film score

16.

Mahler:

17.

Mendelssohn:

18.

There's a Good Earth Out Tonight - Mystic Moods

Feel The Earth Move
Star Trek Theme

Symphony No. 3
On Wings of Song

Our basic goals in the planetarium experience are the same
we aim to educate or simply entertain.. We want the audience
ion of science in general and astronomy in
cate the wonders of the universe - both vis
and
The use of
background and foreground music can
in the
of our programming. So, put some
some music to your day.
FOOTNOTES
1.

Hagar, Charles F.. "A Selected List of Planetarium
Vol. 3 No.2, Winter 1970, pp. 12-15

2..

"Spitz Planetarium Directors Handbook" Circa 1958.

3.

Telephone interview with William Richie of

4.

Davis, Don..

5

"Mystery of the UFO's" by J .. D. was presented Summer 1975 in the
Mueller Planetarium ..

6.

Norton, O. Richard "Some Useful Music and Sound Effects
Vol.. 1 No .. 4, pp .. 2-6 ..

7..

Ronan, Colin A..
tronomy and Music,"
Vol .. 50 No .. 3, pp .. 145-48"

8..

See Jack Horkeimer's program, "Long Journey of a
Space Transit Planetarium ..
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JANE'S CORNER
by

Jane P. Geoghegan
Having given "Reasons for the
year~

a total of 78 times
the

I have become

a white circular
call home.

this
of

from point to point across the domed screen we

Survival of sani

that's how I do it.e@I

is the name of the game

a game to survive amongst the circumstances
that that

of

f games

go across

burn out, GeE. bulb #PA lOl~ so that franti-

, it seems
for your

the lesson will be

s

The game I do to

it

excitement ••• anything to make it different).

(sanity) has very simple rules and offers enough suspense to sustain me
day after day ..
I work with one class at a time (34 seats).

I've never seen the kids

and their teacher, so don't know what sort of behavior to
the lesson.

There are several broad possibilities:

the

lesson may be quite boisterous, bordering on chaos (called
State

behavior, in the game), or quite smooth and
in the game).

obs

The game, simply, consists of

and his/her class getting off the yellow bus,

the teacher

to the teacher while

we all walk to the door of the planetarium
that

in

short time, what sort of lesson
under the stars.

The

will all have to-

must be

enters the chamber, according to the rules of the game
game is to

the predicted behavior

the
The

f the

that later observed

during the lesson.
Obvious what the results are, isn't it?

Children

bus, tumbling over one another, with tired teacher
means "Big Bang" will occur; orderly fil
of line generally means "Steady Sta

with

o

the

behind
teacher at head

is to be the case for the demeanor

of the lesson.
Let's see if yo

ve got it.

I'll give some sample incidents which took

place in that Getting-To-The-Planetarium-Chamber time span, and you
envision what sort of atmosphere we shared later during the lesson..
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it simple, remember, your choices are "Big Bang" or "Steady State
-Teacher says to planetarian:
a bad class every year ..
-Teacher says:
-Teacher:

"I don't unders tand why· they

U

me

iI

"Put the boys on the front row .. "

"Do ya'll have any spiders, or anything like that?

they're so interesting.

I think

Don't you? .... I what? ..... Well, that's O.. K@

I like for the children to learn all about all

what

sort of plants do you have here?"
-Teacher says:

"If I can just make it to the end of the year, Ifm

going to retire."
-When the last student hops off the bus, the teacher, who is still on
the bus, quickly closes the door behind them, motions

to

the bus driver and they speed off toward the West.
off and directs

-Teacher gets off bus, counts children as
them to line up, two by two, holding hands.

three

After

steps, they stop and line up in a perfect row, at her direction.
, walk

four more forward steps, they stop and align themselves
two steps, line up again.
masters (Clue:

Do

Note:

case for game

not interfere with this teacher's directions:

have had a stroke of luck.
them in

This is a

you

ou t how to seat

By the time she

lines to fit the semi-circular

arrange-

ment, the lesson time will be over, and one shaken

teacher

will turn them out to go back to the bus!)
Overheard:
out

Learning can be confusing, to a child, as

Planetarian

Garry Muhl of 8trasenburghPlanetarium, in Rochester

New York.

that while pointing out the cardinal points N,S,E

250 children in unison

called out

n

'E" is for Elephant!"

Their teacher

He reports

reminded

"no, that was this morning in Reading class .. "

*

*

*

Heard any good stories lately?
me:

THE

*

I NEED YOU.

4100 W. Grace St., Richmond, Virginia
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Send your

23230 ..

to

CONCHY
I ~EAr:?O THAT
THE a:JMET
KOHOOTEK IS
MAKING A ~E
TU~N VISIT
TONIGHT.

PLANETARIUM'S ON PARADE
McDonnell Planetarium
The McDonnell Planetarium is located in the southeastern
on Clayton Road in St .. Louis, Missouri.. Forest Park, the
parks, is located in the west central
of the
The Planetarium facilities are operated by the
Parks, Recreation and Fores
The Planetarium
1963, and was formally dedicated on May 30, 1963.
the Planetarium hostep one million patrons.
persons had visited the facility.
In 1960, James S. McDonnell, the chief executive of McDonnell
ation, through the McDonnell Foundation, made
of
000
cost of erecting a Planetarium in Forest
A
dollars was provided by the citizens of St.
The total planning and construction cost was
In 1963 the McDonnell Foundation made a
of
000 to the Planetarium
establish an educational program in astronomy and space science
Under the
of an education committee, composed of dis
science educators and administrators, a curriculum was established to cover the interes
of the entire community ..
In January of 1972, James S .. McDonnell, through the McDonnell Foundation
additional grant of $100,000 to the Planetarium,
that
,000 was
used for the improvement of the equipment and $25,000 for the furtherance of the
education program.
The structure enclosed is 565,000 cubic feet. Its exhibit area of 16,000 square
feet is one of the largest in any existing planetarium and the exhibits are continously changing. Samples of moon materials brought to earth
110 11 as
nauts, and the Gemini 8 spacecraft have been displayed there.
The dome of the chamber in which sky shows are given is 60 feet in
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is made of perforated aluminum sheets painted white.
The projector, a Goto, which throws the pictures of the sky on to the dome
capable of projecting all star fields, planets and other celestial
and
produces one of the most accurate star fields of any projector in existence
The
instrument
five tons, is 17 feet in height at its highest orientation has
a length of 12 feet, seven inches, and contains 43 motors and 201
lens
systems ..
The sound system is also impressive.. It includes two stereo
recorders
75-watt amplifiers and eight preamplifiers. The control console~
all
aspects of a sky show presentation, has 265 knobs, buttons and dials and the 16
l2-inch speakers are individually controlled for total directional sound
The chamber, which is covered by the dome, and in which all of this
equipment is installed, contains 401 seats.
The Planetarium also has a bookstore and gift shop~ where it is possible to
books on astronomy and space science, telescopes or star charts and select from
wide range of related gift items.
Education programs for adults and children of all ages are
through the year, and courses of interest to students and teachers are available
with a wide range of subject matter covered in the fields of as
and space
science ..
Exhibits include a Foucault pendulum which demonstrates the motion of the earth
a seismograph which records earthquakes and a
of NASA exhibits
man's exploration into space. The newest exhibit is an 87-foot tall Thor-Able
missile which has been erected outside the Planetarium as a
Forest Park
display. The 18,000 pound missile built by
Aircraft is
the
Force and comes from Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in
,Ohio
The Thor is
the same type of rocket used to launch communication and weather satellites in
late '50's and early '60's.
The McDonnell
s Director, Ronald A. Sutherland, maintains
very
active programming schedule - 17 "Sky Shows" are
six
of the week
Planetarium is closed on Mondays)
the year, with four additional shows
out the summer months.
Aside from this operation, "View of the Universe, a telescope
held each Tuesday,
and Saturday
at 9:15 P M. weather
short introduction is given to the Star Chamber beforehand to describe how a telescope works and what the most
objects are that can be seen in the
that evening ..
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